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MSSS: LOFAR’s first imaging survey

MSSS-LBA MSSS-HBA

Frequency: 30-75 MHz
                 (8 x 2 MHz bands)
Resolution: ≤100 arcsec
Sensitivity: ≤15 mJy/beam
Area: 20,000 square degrees
Number of Fields: 660
Simultaneous ~10° beams: 5
Test observations resuming

Frequency: 120-160 MHz
                 (8 x 2 MHz bands)
Resolution: ≤120 arcsec
Sensitivity: ≤5 mJy/beam
Area: 20,000 square degrees
Number of Fields: 3616
Simultaneous ~4° beams: 6
Observations 100% complete

  Goals: obtain broadband sky model, shakedown LOFAR operations
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MSSS vital stats

TGSS
(updated 
value)

Heald et al. (2015)

* MSSS also highly complementary to MWA’s GLEAM: together these surveys, and TGSS, will 
provide a truly all-sky interferometric radio catalogue! 

* Studies of steep-spectrum sources strongly enhanced by MSSS. 



MSSS vital stats

* Longer baselines need to be processed for MSSS to have more competitive angular resolution. 



MSSS Verification Field

* Heald et al. 2015, A&A, 582, A123

* Key facts & figures:

- 100 deg2, centred at RA=15h, Dec. = +69°

~1200 sources

- HBA completeness 100 mJy, LBA completeness 550 mJy

- ~2 arcmin resolution



MSSS Verification Field

LBA
Ionospheric correction applied
Noise level 39 mJy beam-1 
Resolution 166 arcsec 

HBA
Noise level 5 mJy beam-1 
Resolution 108 arcsec 

Diamonds – VLSSr sources 
(Lane et al. 2014; noise level ~100 mJy beam-1)
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MSSS Verification Field

LBA

HBA



MSSS Verification Field

Intema et al. (2016)

Comparison of TGSS and MSSS-HBA 
flux densities

Grey – normal resolutions 
Red – TGSS convolved to resolution of MSSS



* vo.astron.nl … take note of SAMP connection

* Catalog: 108 columns for point sources, 204 for extended sources

MVF data release



* Full MSSS strategy same as MVF – very similar general characteristics      
expected.  

* Standard imaging product: 100 deg2 mosaics, each composed of 10s of 
individual HBA fields.

MSSS mosaics

* Simultaneously-
  observed 
  overlapping fields
   → 
  correlated noise.

* Noise "flatness" 
  across survey area
  is impacted by this 
  effect at the 
  ~10% level.



30 degrees

MSSS expects to catalog 150,000 - 200,000 sources



MSSS-HBA catalog (v0.1): ~130,000 sources
* Final catalog still under development
* All fields and catalog loaded into MSSS VO server for use by initial 
  group of testers (active MSSS participants) ... identifying bugs in 
  system. MSSS Forum being used to collect issues. 
* Data products are password-protected before data release.



Science with MSSSScience with MSSS



Transients with MSSS

* In MSSS-LBA, one sub-band always on NCP (200 kHz BW at 60 MHz)

* In both MSSS-LBA and MSSS-HBA, multiple epochs (9 & 2 resp.). Also   
possible comparisons with TGSS and GLEAM. 

* First MSSS-LBA transient (Stewart et al. 2016, MNRAS, 456, 2321)

* Appears in one 11-min snapshot, flux density 15-25 Jy beam-1

* Implied rate for Δt~10min is 3.9 (+14.7, -3.7) x 10-4 day-1 deg-2

   (~8 transients of this nature per hemisphere per day!)



* Key goals: integrated spectra at low frequency; radio-FIR               
   correlation. 

MSSS: nearby galaxies



 Extracting reliable total fluxes for extended sources and comparing 
with literature values. Very important quality control work. More 
progress to be made with next release of HBA catalogue.  

MSSS: nearby galaxies

* First radio-FIR        
correlation at low 
frequencies; similar 
slope, larger scatter



* Polarization: Efforts planned / underway: low-resolution 
polarization (foreground Milky Way), high-resolution polarization 
(extragalactic sources). RMSF FWHM ≈ 1.3 rad m-2 

* MSSS discovered GRG. Followed up with deep high-resolution 
HBA observation. Facet calibration underway and images are 
looking very good (Clarke et al. in prep.).

* “Great MSSS Supernova Remnant Hunt” (Mulcahy et al.).   

 

Other MSSS-HBA projects



Flux scale

Heald & Dijkema
(in prep.)

* Application of final flux scale definition

   * Directly tackled using calibrator-to-calibrator gain transfers and       
      beam adjustments.

   * Goal: flux scale correct within 10% from 110-190 MHz, if primary     
      flux calibrator < ~30 degrees from target field. 

   * Systematics go up beyond this radius. 

* Application of final flux scale definition

   * Directly tackled using calibrator-to-calibrator gain transfers and       
      beam adjustments.

   * Goal: flux scale correct within 10% from 110-190 MHz, if primary     
      flux calibrator < ~30 degrees from target field. 

   * Systematics go up beyond this radius. 



* Application of final flux scale definition
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      beam adjustments.

   * Goal: flux scale correct within 10% from 110-190 MHz, if primary     
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   * Systematics go up beyond this radius. 

Flux scale 

Heald & Dijkema
(in prep.)



* All Dutch station baselines included in MSSS-HBA observations. 

* Imaging at 20-30 arcsec resolution feasible with modest                
  computing.

* Planned for v2 catalog - AWS/SKA funding to facilitate this stage   
  of the MSSS development. Potential use of CEP2 also? 

Prospect for higher resolution (v2)



* HBA: upgrade to first all-sky public data release, and beyond…

* Newest flux scale correction factors about to be applied, mosaics       
   remade, and catalog reformed by Alex Clarke. Stay tuned....

* Serious bug in the catalog formation script recently fixed by Rene       
   Breton. Some sources counted twice due to a subtle bug in either      
   PyBDSM or PySE (still under investigation).

* Comparison work with GLEAM is now continuing.

* Publication and release of HBA v1 (mid 2016)

* High resolution, polarization (early 2017)

* Science papers! (starting now)

What to look forward to from MSSS



* LBA: now resuming observational testing.

* Initial key goal: define the processing strategy and show that it           
  works on some well-defined observations. 

* If you are interested in being involved, please get in contact! 

  (broderick@astron.nl) 

What to look forward to from MSSS

mailto:broderick@astron.nl
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